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Praise for bogleheads' Investment Guide If you master the concepts set out in this book, you'll be doing very well. Reuters NewsGentilezza, integrity and common sense may be in short supply on Wall Street, but the Bogleheads each have plenty. Reading The Bogleheads Investment Guide is like learning to invest from your grandfather. There is a life of wisdom packed into these pages, along with a
sincere desire to help investors achieve their goals. Jack Bogle will be proud!? Don Phillips, Managing Director, MorningstarThe Vanguard Diehards?a.k.a. the 'Bogleheads'?are easily the most informed, congenial and successful group of individual investors on the planet. Finally, they are getting the general public into their solutions, their secrets and their strategies. If you're retiring, planning to retire, or
even thinking about retiring, can't afford not to read this book.? William J. Bernstein, co-founder, Efficient Frontier Advisors, LLCauthor of The Intelligent Asset Allocator and The Four Pillars of InvestingMore than thirty years ago John Bogle started a war in the mutual fund industry. His weapon was cheap, and his shield was common sense. In this book, three ardent followers sagely outline Bogle's
approach that has benefited millions and will benefit millions of others.? Richard Ferri, CFA, President, Portfolio Solutions LLCauthor of The ETF Book: All You Need to Know About Exchange-Traded Funds (Wiley/December 2007) Those investors who have the courage, discipline and wisdom to follow The Bogleheads' Guide to Investing's robust financial and investment strategies are pretty much certain
to achieve results that outweigh not only the vast majority of individual investors, but also the vast majority of professionals. What is perhaps most important is that the quality of their lives will be improved because they will have more time to devote to the really important things in their lives.? Larry Swedroe, author of The Only Guide to a Winning Investment Strategy You'll Ever Need Taylor Larimore, Mel
Lindauer and Michael LeBoeuf are three millionaires who met online and combined their investment experience and efforts to help others. The authors contributed over 40,000 posts on the Diehards and Bogleheads forums. You can read more about each of them in About Authors on page 293. Awards xiii Foreword by John C. Bogle xv Introduction xxiii Part I Essentials of Successful Investments Chapter 1
Choose a Healthy Financial Lifestyle 3 Chapter 2 Start Early and Invest Regularly 13 Chapter 3 You Know What You're Buying: Part One 25 Chapter 4 You Know What You're Buying: Part Two 39 Chapter 5 Preserving Your Purchasing Power with Inflation-Protected Bonds 49 Chapter 6 How Much You Need to 63 Capitolo 7 Keep It Simple 75 Chapter 8 Asset Allocation 89 Chapter 9 Costs Matter 109
Chapter 10 Taxes: Part One 119 Chapter 11 Taxes: Part Two 131 Chapter 12 Diversification 143 Chapter 13 Performance Chasing and Market Timing are are a Your Wealth 153 Chapter 14 Savvy Ways to Invest for College 169 Chapter 15 How to Manage a Windfall Successfully 179 Chapter 16 Do you need a consultant? 187 Part II follow-through strategies to keep you in target Chapter 17 Keep track of
your progress and rebalance when needed 199 Chapter 18 Tune in noise 211 Chapter 19 Mastering your investments means mastering your emotions Chapter 18223 20 Make your money last longer than you 235 Chapter 21 Protect your assets by being well insured 243 Chapter 22 transmit it when you move 257 Chapter 23 you can do it 265 Appendices Appendix I : Financial Terms Glossary 273
Appendix II: Books We Recommend 279 Appendix III: Financial Websites We Recommend 283 Appendix IV: Vanguard Asset Allocation Questionnaire and Pie Charts 287 About the Authors 293 295 Index Bogleheads Investment Guide is a slightly irreverent and direct guide to investing for everyone. The book offers good and practical advice, regardless of your age or net worth. In conclusion, become a
Boglehead and thrive! Originally just the chat-line entries of Boglehead founder Taylor Larimore, and morningstar forum co-hosts Mel Lindauer and Michael LeBoeuf, their trusted tips were produced and distilled into an easy-to-use, knowledge-free, no-frills guide to building your financial well-being – so you can worry less and make more money from the investments you make. Invest like a Boglehead and
let their basic investment wisdom guide you on the path to long-term wealth creation and happiness, without all the worries and bustle of stock pickers and day traders. If you face a financial crisis or a problem, or just want to know what's prudent to do with the money you save, bogleheads will have the answers you need to help you get your financial base and maintain it. Page 2 Bogleheads Investment
Guide is a slightly irreverent and direct guide to investing for everyone. The book offers good and practical advice, regardless of your age or net worth. In conclusion, become a Boglehead and thrive! Originally just the chat-line entries of Boglehead founder Taylor Larimore, and morningstar forum co-hosts Mel Lindauer and Michael LeBoeuf, their trusted tips were produced and distilled into an easy-to-use,
knowledge-free, no-frills guide to building your financial well-being – so you can worry less and make more money from the investments you make. Invest like a Boglehead and let their basic investment wisdom guide you on the path to long-term wealth creation and happiness, without all the worries and bustle of share collectors and day-takers If you face a financial crisis or a problem, or just want to know
what's prudent to do with the money you save, bogleheads will have the answers you need to help you get your financial base and maintain it. Page 3 Bogleheads' Investment Guide is a slightly irreverent and direct investment guide for everyone. The book offers practical advice, regardless of age or net worth. In conclusion, become a Boglehead and thrive! Originally just the chat-line entries of Boglehead
founder Taylor Larimore, and morningstar forum co-hosts Mel Lindauer and Michael LeBoeuf, their trusted tips were produced and distilled into an easy-to-use, knowledge-free, no-frills guide to building your financial well-being – so you can worry less and make more money from the investments you make. Invest like a Boglehead and let their basic investment wisdom guide you on the path to long-term
wealth creation and happiness, without all the worries and bustle of stock pickers and day traders. If you face a financial crisis or a problem, or just want to know what's prudent to do with the money you save, bogleheads will have the answers you need to help you get your financial base and maintain it. Page 4 /opt/openlibrary/deploys/openlibrary/bc485c1/openlibrary/templates/type/edition/view.html:
Processing model error: IndexError: Non-interval list index (return to default template) This page cannot be rendered. The Irreverent Investment Guide, Boglehead-style The Boglehead's Guide to Investing is a DIY manual that marries the wisdom of John C. Bogle's sage investments. This witty and wonderful book offers contrary advice that provides the first step on the road to investment success,
illustrating how relying on the typical common sense promoted by Wall Street is bound to leave you poorer. This updated edition includes new information about roth backdoor IAs and ETFs such as mainstream purchase and possession investments, real estate taxes and gifts, as well as changes to traditional and Roth IA laws and 401k and 403b retirement plans. With precise and largely counterintuitive
warnings and principles, Boglehead's authors show just how much beating the market is a zero-sum game. Investing can be simple, but it is certainly not simplistic. Over the course of twenty years, John C. Bogle's followers have evolved from a free association of investors to an important force with the largest and most active non-commercial financial forum on the Internet. Boglehead's Investment Guide
gives you this communication with a comprehensive guide to the investment skill on display at the Bogleheads.org. You'll learn how to create your own investment strategy using Bogle-proven methods that have worked for thousands of investors and how: Choose a healthy financial lifestyle and diversify your portfolio Start early, invest regularly and you know what you're buying Keep your purchasing
power, keeping low costs and taxes Knock out the good advice promoted by Wall Street that leads to the failure of Financial markets are essentially closed systems in which one's earnings reap the loss of the other. Investors looking for a roadmap to successfully navigate these troubled long-term waters will find expert directions, good advice, and some irreverent humor in The The Investment guide. Invest.
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